Types of symptomatic hypertension are:
The important place in the occurrence of hypertension are given:
Etiological factors of hypertension can be considered all influences capable of:
Among the mechanisms of hypertension are:
Etiological factors of hypertension can be considered all influences capable of:
The most important etiological factors of hypertension disease include:
The type of hypertension may be:
In the benign case we select three clinic-morphological stages
Transient (functional) stage morphologically evident:
The stage of widespread changes of arteries is characterized by the following:
Phase change frequently arteries in hypertension leads to:
Phase change frequently arteries characterized by the fact that in large arteries develops:
The typical clinic-morphological display of this stage are:
The kidneys in hypertension:
At microscopy of kidney in hypertension appears:
Define and mechanism of hypertensive crisis:
Morphological signs of hypertensive crisis are:
Depending on the predominance of structural alteration of vessels in a certain pool and related to it clinic-morphological changes distinguish forms of hypertensive illness:
The renal form of hypertension characterized by manifestations:
By the acute manifestations of hypertension, which reflecting mainly malignant nature of the disease include:
When initially wrinkled kidney the majority of nephrons through insufficient blood supply:
The cause of death of patients with essential hypertension include:
As macroscopically looks heart by the hypertension:
Patient with hypertension has swelling of the legs, cyanosis, trophic ulcers. These symptoms are manifestations:
To symptomatic endocrine hypertension include hypertension by:
The study of disorders of vascular tone regulation in causing hypertension engaged scholars such as: